July was an exciting month for Moms for America®. Our Gold Star Rally for Freedom was a
huge success and I want to personally thank all those who so generously contributed, because we
couldn’t have done it without you! I’ve attached a copy of our Quarterly Review with all the details,
updates and impact from the event as well as the other projects we’ve been working on the last
few months.
Moms for America® has become the fastest growing movement of women in America, giving
voice and value to the silent majority of American mothers who love God, respect life, reverence
family and cherish freedom. Ralph Waldo Emerson said, “A sufficient measure of civilization is
the influence of good women.” More than ever we need the influence of good women in
America and that is exactly why our focus is moms. From the Kavanaugh confirmation to border
security, Moms for America® has introduced a powerful voice of reason in the cultural and
political conversations of our day. We know the incredible influence mothers are in our homes,
communities and nation and we are taking an active role in giving moms a significant, persuasive
platform to have our voices heard.
On September 17th, Constitution Day, Moms for America is holding a press conference at the U.S.
Capitol to continue what we started at the Gold Star Rally for Freedom. We will be joined by
members of Congress, Gold Star Moms, and mothers from across the country to present the
Congressional Pledge and Promise to the America people. Leading up to Constitution Day,
our team of moms will be reaching out to members of Congress urging them to sign the Pledge.
You can read the pledge in the enclosed Quarterly Review. Any member of the U.S. Congress who
cannot sign this pledge should not be serving in Congress. On Election Day, we can make sure
they don’t!
As you will see from the enclosed Quarterly Review, we are having major impact in our country
and culture. I am proud of what we’ve accomplished but we have so much more to do and, as
someone who understands the magnitude of the dangers threatening our very foundation, I’d like
to ask your help as we take this movement to the next level.
We have retained the number one conservative advertising agency in the country in an effort
expand our outreach, build on our ongoing initiatives, and organize a national grassroots army of
mothers determined to shape the future of America.

This phenomenal opportunity is a no-risk agreement for Moms for America® and comes at
an extraordinary time in our nation’s history—at the beginning of the 2020 election cycle and the
very battle for America! Thomas Paine, one our founding fathers, declared, “A little matter will
move a party but it must be something great that moves a nation.” This is something great and
together, we will move a nation!

We invite you to join us on this exciting journey to give voice and value
to the silent majority of mothers in America who love God, reverence
family and cherish freedom by becoming a Legacy Partner with Moms
for America®. As a Legacy Partner you will be supporting our ongoing
mission to empower moms, promote liberty, raise a new generation of
patriots and heal America from the inside out!
You’re tax-deductible gift helps fund the family-focused, libertypromoting programs and resources of Moms for America® to increase
membership engagement and expand our MomVote initiative mobilizing
moms to vote their values on Election Day.

At Moms for America®, we don’t believe the greatest generation is behind us. We believe
it is before us! Through our educational programs, we’re providing valuable resources to help
moms raise and nurture a mighty generation of youth filled with the knowledge, courage, and
wisdom to raise the standard of civility, secure the blessings of liberty, and sustain a free and
prosperous America.
Matthew Vassar, founder of Women’s College proclaimed, “The mothers
of a country mold its citizens, determine its institutions and shape its
destiny.”
At Moms for America®, we are on a destiny-shaping mission to reclaim
our culture for truth, family, freedom and the Constitution! We’re so
excited to embark on this journey with you. God Bless you and may He,
through our united, concerted efforts, continue to bless America.
In Truth & Liberty,
Kimberly Fletcher
President & Founder, Moms for America®
Kimberly@MomsforAmerica.us

Moms for America
2-Year Expansion Plan
Below is a list of our programs, accomplishments, impact, and our goals for the next two years.
Each project meets our three-fold mission organized under our four operational divisions:
MomLinks, MomTalks, MomsMarch, and MomVote.

MomLinks: Raising Patriots
MomLinks are our local groups of moms meeting in communities throughout America to learn
the principles of liberty and public virtue, nurture those principles in their home and promote
them in their communities.
Through inspiring stories, relatable examples, and personal experiences moms learn the
principles of liberty in a way that instantly resonates with them. By meeting just once a month,
by the end of a year, these moms have more knowledge and understanding of the Constitution
and principles of liberty than the majority of elected officials, lawyers and judges in the country.
And we have the anecdotal evidence to prove it! There are four different formats moms can
choose from: MomiU (with moms of preschoolers and working moms in mind) MomReads (our
liberty-promoting book club) The Family Lobby (teaching principles of self-government and
connecting families with their representatives) and our signature program—the Cottage
Meeting Project.
Target Goals
We currently have active MomLinks groups in 23 states. We want to expand that to all
50 by 2021. To provide more support to these groups, we’re organizing state networks and
training Liaisons in each state to grow the movement and build mom activist networks
in all 50 states. Currently we have State Liaisons in 11 states. Our number one goal is to
have State Liaisons assigned and trained in the 14 states on our Target List for 2020 by
February of 2020. Goal number two is to have State Liaisons in place in all 50 states by
the fall of 2021.
In the last month we’ve been approached by moms in the critical states of OH,
PA, NH, and GA wanting to build networks in those states. We have the program and
plan ready to launch in every one of these states we just need the financial support to get
it done. The cost of this project is $25,000 per state.

MomTalks: Promoting Liberty
MomTalks are like TED Talks only for Moms! Held in cities throughout the country, MomTalks
cover all topics related to moms from parenting to public policy because all issues are mom
issues! The events are live-streamed and following each event, are uploaded onto our MomTalks
YouTube to create timeless messages of truth to share through social media. MomTalks educate

and engage moms on issues of the day and encourage them in their most important role—
raising the future of America!
Target Goals
After holding MomTalks in cities in New York, Texas, and Utah we have refined our
model and are ready to take it on the road in 2020 focusing on key communities in the
most important states for the 2020 Election. Our goal is 25 cities in 2020. We have
received requests from women in several cities (including cities in Ohio and
Pennsylvania) asking us to bring MomTalks to their communities. With the financial
resources we need, we can! The cost for this project is $10,000 per city.

MomsMarch: Empowering Moms

Moms March is the educational action arm of Moms for America®--a powerful platform giving
voice and value to the silent majority of moms on the political and cultural issues of our day.
This dynamic platform introduces a much needed voice of truth in a time of deception, and
commonsense in an era of irrational thought and radical agendas—largely being promoted by
women! Moms for America® provides a powerful counter-voice to the dangerous, anti-freedom
agendas of radical feminism. We played a critical role during the Kavanaugh confirmation
process, took a stand on gun rights, stood in opposition to radical abortion laws, visited our
southern border to interview moms on how the border crisis is impacting their home and
families, and in July, we held the Gold Star Rally for Freedom at the U.S. Capitol to counter
socialism. We have been applauded by numerous members of Congress and state legislators
thanking us for providing an alternate women voice on these critical issues.
Target Goals
Border Security: Our trip to the southern border in November 2018 was highly
successful and completely enlightening. We took a group of moms from around the
country to see for ourselves what’s going on at the border. What we found was beyond
comprehension. Mothers and children have become the first line of defense for a mass
invasion of aggressive men. But it was the stories we heard from mothers on both sides
of the border that had the greatest impact on us. They told us about the children being
used as pawns by men trying to claim asylum, women raped on the trail and families
terrorized by cartels in Mexico. These are not the stories you see in the media but they
are the stories that need to be told and heard.
We interviewed many of these moms, posted the interviews on our YouTube channel,
shared them via social media and with members of Congress. The impact was instant.
Women were appalled by what they saw and heard and the conversation on border
security took a much different turn with many members of congress after seeing our
videos. In 2020, we want to create a two-part documentary sharing these stories. We plan
to go back to the border, visiting all four Border States, interviewing moms, families,
border agents, and elected officials to tell the real story of the border and wy we need to
secure it for the safety and protection of women and children on both sides of the border.

Cost for the project is $135,000.

National Family Lobby Day: There is a deep disconnect between families and those
elected to represent them. It is more than clear that the majority of Americans share
the values of faith, family, and freedom but those values are rarely represented or
reflected in those we elect to represent us. In an effort to counter that and engage
families in the electoral process, Moms for America® designating the 2nd Tuesday
in February each year (beginning in 2020) as National Family Lobby Day,
encouraging families to meet with their national, state, or local elected
representatives. We are partnering with state family groups to host, plan and
coordinate family lobby days in each state. We are also hosting a Family Lobby at the
U.S. Capitol the same day where families can meet with Senators and Congressmen.
We’ve created a 3-day adventure for families surrounding Family Lobby Day
including a private Capitol Tour, exclusive White House Tour and historic monument
tour. Cost for this project is $84,000
MommySense: Realizing the power of video to connect and change hearts and
minds, Moms for America® is launching a video series addressing hot topics with
a commonsense approach from a mom’s perspective. The videos will be short 5 to 10
minutes with images and animations. Topics will include gun control, border
security, life, gender identity, minimum wage, property rights and many more. Our
goals is to create 50 videos in the next two years. Cost for this project is $1,500 per
video.

MomVote: Empowering Moms/Promoting Liberty
In the past ten years we have realized something through our interactions with women across
the country that has provided some valuable answers as to why conservative values keep losing
in elections. The reason is moms! What we’ve found is that the majority of conservative-minded,
women of faith not only don’t vote, they aren’t even registered to vote. In 2018, Moms for
America® launched MomVote to change that. MomVote is a powerful, educational resource
helping women understand how the electoral process works both nationally and locally and how
we can maximize the power of our voice through our vote. We tested MomVote in the 2018
election. In all five of the congressional districts where we focused our messaging with moms,
the conservative candidate won. Imagine what we can do in 2020!
Target Goals
We have big, bold plans for MomVote in 2020—building on the foundation of our other
projects. The goal is to launch 2020 with a national bus tour to celebrate the 100 th year
anniversary of the 19th Amendment. The wrapped bus will display vibrant images
declaring: Moms for America® —Celebrating 100 Years of the Women Vote! The bus
tour will focus on key battleground states in 2020 to engage moms, build our network,
and register mom voters. Stops will coincide with MomTalks events, local fairs, festivals
and community events in our 14 targeted states which include: OH, PA, GA, FL, NC, IA,
WI, MI, MN, ME, NH, TX, AZ, NV.

We have partnered with several organizations to provide voter information and create
our own MomVote nonpartisan voter guides for our state teams and network partners to
share and distribute. We are also working with a tech team to create an app to mobilize
our mom network, share voter information and ensure conservative suburban moms get
out to vote on Election Day. This is our most expensive project but based on our
past successes, we feel it well worth the investment! The cost for this project is
$1,490,000 ($700,000 of which is the bus tour)

A Bold Vision!
As you can tell we have a bold vision for the next two years
with a major focus on the 2020 Election. We have lofty goals
but they are completely attainable, and with your support, we
can meet our goals.
Bottom line is, conservative women are hungering for
we have to offer. They love our message of hope, anxiously
engage in our programs and thoroughly enjoy connecting with
other like-minded moms in their communities and across the
country. We are impacting our culture by reviving the sense
of community and spirit of sisterhood that once thrived
among the women of America. And those women are uniting
in a mighty movement to raise the bar of decency, civility, and
humanity in our culture, and promote the principles and
values that made America the freest, most prosperous nation
on earth! Hope is reflected in our vision of the future and this
is a vision we can believe in.
If you share the belief that solutions begin and end in the home and with the family, Moms for
America® is uniquely positioned to help you fulfill your deepest desire of making a positive,
significant and lasting difference in our nation.
We are happy to provide additional information and detailed budgets on any or all of our
projects and welcome the opportunity to meet with you and answer any questions you may
have.

YES! I would like to become a Legacy Partner and support the ongoing mission
of Moms for America® to reclaim our culture for truth, family, freedom, and the
Constitution, through the mothers of America. Please accept my gift in the amount of
$_________________

Moms for America® is a national, non-profit, 501(c)(3) corporation dedicated to promoting
a foundation of liberty and civility in the homes of America, through the mothers of
America, to raise a new generation of patriots, and heal America from the inside out!
Your tax-deductible gift helps fund the family-focused, liberty-promoting programs and
resources of Moms for America® You can make your donation right online through our
secure donation link or via mail using the form below. Checks should be made out to Moms
for America®.
Online Donation Link https://secure.anedot.com/moms/donatetoday
You can access this link right on our website at MomsforAmerica.us

Moms for America
893 S. Main St. #228
Englewood, OH 45322
For Credit Card Contributions by Mail please complete info below.
Card type:

❒VISA

Gift Amount: $___________

❒MasterCard

❒Discover

❒Am/Ex

Name on Card:____________________________

Card #:________________________________________________________
Expire Date:_________

Security Code:_____________

Signature:_______________________________________________________________

